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Abstract

Purpose
Cancer cells are known to exhibit a cancer-associated �broblast (CAF)-dependent invasive mode in the
presence of CAFs. The purpose of this study was to investigate whether intrinsic factors of cancer cells
in�uence the CAF-dependent invasive mode of cancer cells.

Methods
We observed the dynamic movement of CAFs and cancer cells by time-lapse imaging of 2-D and 3-D
collagen invasion models and evaluated the invasion modes of gastric cancer cell lines (MKN-7, MKN-45,
and HSC44PE). We further examined whether modi�cation of the invasive capacity of CAFs can alter the
invasive mode of MKN-7 and HSC44PE cells.

Results
When MKN-7 and MKN-45 were co-cultured with CAFs, CAFs �rst invade collagen matrix followed by
cancer cells (CAF-dependent invasion), whereas HSC44PE invaded collagen matrix independently of
CAFs invasion. Overexpression or suppression of podoplanin in CAFs, respectively increased or decreased
the invasive capacity of CAFs themselves and signi�cantly increased or decreased the number of
invading MKN-7, respectively. CAFs overexpressing a podoplanin mutant lacking the cytoplasmic domain
had a signi�cantly reduced invasive capacity compared to CAFs overexpressing wild-type podoplanin,
and it also reduced the number of invading MKN-7 cells signi�cantly. When HSC44PE and CAFs were co-
cultured, changes in the podoplanin expression in CAFs similarly altered the invasive capacity of CAFs
themselves, but it did not affect the number of invading HSC44PE cells.

Conclusion
These results indicate that in the presence of CAFs, there are CAF-dependent and -independent modes of
cancer cell invasion, the determinants of which may depend on the intrinsic properties of cancer cells.

Introduction
Tumor microenvironment is very complex composed of, not only cancer cells, but various types of
stromal cells. Fibroblasts, a major component of tumor stromal cells are found to be associated with
cancer cells, and hence known as cancer-associated �broblasts (CAFs). CAFs have been reported to have
a signi�cant impact on cancer cell proliferation, local invasion, and metastasis through their interaction
with cancer cells (Kalluri et al. 2006, Whatcott et al. 2013, Ishii et al. 2016).
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The cancer stroma is �lled with an extracellular matrix (ECM) composed mainly of type I collagen and the
CAFs that produce it, which participate in the growth, migration and invasion of the cancer cells
(Provenzano et al. 2008, Kakkad et al. 2010). Previous reports have revealed diverse morphologies and
molecular mechanisms of cancer cell invasion into the stroma (Fridl et al. 2011). One of the modes of
invasion into the stroma is single-cell invasion, in which invading single cancer cells exhibit a
mesenchymal cell-like phenotype (Friedl et al. 2012). Other known modes of cancer cell invasion include
collective invasion by numerous cancer cell groups that retain intercellular adhesions (Friedl et al. 2012,
Novin et al. 2021).

On the other hand, in CAF-rich tumor microenvironments (TME), a CAF-dependent mode of cancer cell
invasion is also known, in which CAFs �rst biomechanically remodel the collagen matrix, and
subsequently cancer cells follow the CAFs and invade into the collagen matrix (Gaggioli et al. 2007, Neri
et al. 2016, Miyashita et al. 2020). This CAF-dependent cancer cell invasion mode is associated with cell
cycle progression in cancer cells and formation of small cancer cell nests (Miyashita et al. 2019). We
previously reported that podoplanin-expressing CAFs have increased invasive potential as compared to
normal CAFs due to their increased RhoA activity, which in turn increases the remodeled area of the ECM
collagen and promotes local invasion of cancer cells (Neri et al. 2015). These previous �ndings indicate
the possibility that in the CAF-rich TME, the ECM remodeling capacity of CAF has a signi�cant impact on
the invasive potential of cancer cells and that a cancer cell invasion mode dependent on CAF properties is
the prevailing phenomenon (CAF-dependent cancer cell invasion).

In this study, we hypothesized that even in CAF-rich TMEs, the intrinsic factors of cancer cells may
in�uence the CAF-dependent mode of cancer cell invasion. We investigated whether different gastric
cancer cell lines have different invasion patterns using two-dimensional (2D) and three-dimensional (3D)
invasion models that mimic the human TME, consisting of cancer cells, CAFs, and type I collagen
(Nomura et al. 2022). We further examined whether endogenous modulation of the invasive potential of
CAFs could alter the invasive mode of cancer cells within the 3D spheroids.

Materials And Methods

Cell culture
MKN-7 (gastric tubular adenocarcinoma) and MKN-45 (gastric adenocarcinoma) cells were obtained
from the Japanese Collection of Research Bioresources Cell Bank and American Type Culture Collection,
respectively. HSC44PE (gastric signet ring cell adenocarcinoma) (Yanagihara et al. 2004), MKN-7 and
MKN-45 cells were cultured in RPMI 1640 (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA) medium supplemented with
10% fetal bovine serum (FBS; Life Technologies, New York, NY, USA) and 1% penicillin-streptomycin (P/S)
solution (Sigma-Aldrich). Cells were incubated at 37°C in a humidi�ed atmosphere containing 5% CO2.

Fibroblast culture
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Cancer associated �broblasts (CAFs) were isolated from human gastric cancer tissue based on a
previous report (Ishii T et al. 2021). CAFs were cultured in α-minimum essential medium (α-MEM; Life
Technologies), supplemented with 10% FBS and 1% P/S solution, in a humidi�ed atmosphere containing
5% CO2 at 37°C. Fibroblast culture study was approved by the Institutional Review Board of the National
Cancer Center (IRB number: 2005-043 and 2018 − 309).

Fluorescence labeling of gastric cancer cell lines
Lentiviruses were produced using 293T cells transfected with pCAG-HIV, pCMV-VSV-G-RSV-Rev, and CSII-
CMV-mRFP1 vector (Riken BioResource Center, Japan), using Lipofectamine 2000 reagent (Invitrogen, NY,
USA). Virus-containing medium was �ltered through a 0.45 µm �lter, and 8 µg/mL (�nal concentration) of
polybrene (Santa Cruz, Dallas, TX, USA) was added for target cell transduction, as previously reported
(Yamazaki et al. 2018). The mRFP-positive fractions of the gastric cancer cell lines were sorted by a FACS
AriaII (BD Bioscience) (Fig. 1A) and were further cultured. We con�rmed that over 90% of the cultured
cells were mRFP-positive (Fig. 1B).

Lifetime extension of CAFs
Transduction was performed with human telomerase reverse transcriptase (hTERT) and mutant forms of
cyclin-dependent kinase 4 (CDK4R24C) in combination (hTERT/CDK4R24C). hTERT and CDK4R24C
cDNAs were kindly gifted by Dr. Masutomi K (Division of Cancer Stem Cells, National Cancer Center
Research Institute) and Dr. Kiyono T (Division of Carcinogenesis and Cancer Prevention, National Cancer
Center Research Institute), respectively. Using the packaging constructs PCAG-HIV, pCMV-VSV-G-RSV-Rev
(RIKEN BioResource Center), CSII-CMV-hTERT-IRES2-Venus, and CSII-CMV-CDK4R24C-IRES2-Venus,
infection was achieved as previously described (Hashimoto et al. 2017). The venus-positive fractions of
CAFs were sorted and cultured further (Fig. 1C, left and middle). We con�rmed increased levels of both
hTERT and CDK4 in CAFs (CAFs-hTERT/CDK4R24C) by qRT-PCR analysis (Fig. 1C, right). Primers used
are listed in Supplementary Table 1.

Two-dimensional (2D) collagen invasion assay (Supplementary Fig. 1)

The 2D collagen invasion assay was performed as previously described (Miyashita et al. 2019). Brie�y,
CAFs and cancer cells was plated on a collagen (Cellmatrix Type -A; Nitta Gelatin)-coated (0.3% type I
collagen gel) 96-well plates (Incucyte® Imagelock 96-well Plate: Sartorius, Germany) at a density of
1.15×10  cells/well (6.5×10⁴ cancer cells + 5.0×10⁴ CAFs). After 1 h incubation, we made a wound in the
cell layer using 96-well WoundMaker (Sartorius), and embedded cells in type I collagen gel. Scratched
�eld images were captured using the IncuCyte Live-Cell Imaging System (Sartorius).

Three-dimensional (3D) collagen invasion assay
To measure the invasiveness of cancer cells and CAFs in 3-dimensional (3D) culture mimicking the
human TME, we �rst generated 3D hybrid cancer spheroids (Supplementary Fig. 2A) (Nomura et al.
2022). We prepared a cell mixture of 0.1 × 10⁴ gastric cancer cells (HSC44PE and MKN-7) and 0.9 × 10⁴
CAFs with extended lifespan. 1.0 × 10⁴ cells from this mixture was seeded onto 96-well low attachment
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plates (Sumitomo Bakelite, Tokyo, Japan) and incubated overnight at 37°C. The medium was removed,
and the cell aggregates were embedded in 50 µL collagen (Cellmatrix Type I-A; Nitta Gelatin, Oosaka,
Japan) and incubated for 30 min at 37°C. After con�rmation of polymerization of collagen, 100 µL of
mixed medium (RPMI-1640: α-MEM = 1:1) was added. Time-lapse imaging analysis was performed using
Incucyte (Sartorius) during incubation, and the medium was changed daily.

Evaluation of the number of cancer cells and CAFs invading the collagen gel discontinuously from the
main spheroid

This evaluation was performed according to a previously described protocol (Nomura et al. 2022). We
encircled the edge of the main spheroid on day 3 of culture on the bright-�eld image (orange solid line in
Supplementary Fig. 2B, left), then, calculated the average distance between the center of gravity and edge
of the cell cluster (the average of the center of gravity distance). We drew a circle with the center of
gravity of the cell cluster as the center and a radius of four times the average of the center of gravity
distance (orange dotted circle in Supplementary Fig. 2B, left). The circle on the bright-�eld image was
re�ected in the �uorescent image (orange dotted circle in Supplementary Fig. 2B, right). The number of
cancer cells and CAFs invading the collagen gel discontinuously from the main spheroid in the circle were
measured by WinROOF 2021 image analysis software (MITANI Corporation, Fukui, Japan).

Overexpression and knockdown of podoplanin of CAFs
To generate podoplanin or mutant podoplanin-overexpressing CAFs, lentiviruses were produced using
293T cells transfected with PCAG-HIV, pCMV-VSV-G-RSV-Rev, and either wild-type podoplanin (PDPN-WT)
(kindly provided by Dr. N. Fujita, Japanese Foundation for Cancer Research), or mutant podoplanin
lacking the cytoplasmic region (PDPN-Del.IC) (Supplementary Fig. 3A) (Martin-Villar et al. 2006, Ito et al.
2012).

To generate podoplanin-knockdown CAFs, two different short-hairpin RNA (shRNA) expression constructs,
sh‐podoplanin1 and sh‐podoplanin 3, were created as previously described (Hoshino et al. 2011). An
shRNA speci�c for the luciferase gene (sh‐luciferase) was used as a control (Supplementary Fig. 3B).

Podoplanin expression analysis by �ow cytometry
After incubation with an APC-conjugated anti-podoplanin antibody (clone NC-08, BioLegend, CA, USA),
FACS analysis was performed using FACS Accuri C6 Plus (BD Biosciences)(Supplementary Fig. 3C and
D).

Real-time reverse-transcriptase polymerase chain reaction
(RT-PCR)
Total RNA was puri�ed using the Nucleo Spin RNA Plus Kit (TaKaRa Bio, Osaka, Japan), and cDNA was
synthesized using the PrimeScript RT Reagent Kit with gDNA Eraser (Takara Bio). RT-PCR was carried out
on a Smart Cycler System (Takara Bio) with SYBR Premix Ex Taq (Takara Bio) and RT-PCR primers.
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Information regarding the primers used is provided in Supplementary Table S1. Genes with CT values
greater than 29 cycles (vimentin and ZEB2) were excluded from the analysis.

Statistical analysis
The signi�cance of the differences between the two groups was evaluated using the Welch t-test. P-
values were determined using two-sided analyses, and the statistical signi�cance level was set at P < 
0.05.

Results

Time lapse imaging analysis of two-dimensional (2D)
collagen invasion assay
Using a 2D collagen invasion assay model, we investigated the invasion mode of the gastric cancer cell
lines, MKN-7, MKN-45, and co-cultured CAFs. After 4 h, the CAFs began to in�ltrate the collagen gel.
Thereafter, the number and distance of invaded CAFs increased. MKN-7 and MKN-45 cells’ invasion
started 12 h later (Fig. 2A and B, arrowheads) following the CAFs. These results are consistent with those
of previous studies (Gaggioli et al. 2007, Neri et al. 2016).

However, when HSC44PE cells were co-cultured with CAFs, both of them simultaneously in�ltrated the
collagen gel after 4 h (Fig. 2C, arrowheads) and both, the number and distance of in�ltration increased
with time. These results suggested that HSC44PE cells do not exhibit CAF-dependent invasion.

Time lapse imaging analysis of three-dimensional (3D)
hybrid spheroid model
To study a model that better mimics the human TME, we used the 3D hybrid spheroid model that we
developed earlier (Nomura et al. 2022). When MKN-7 and MKN-45 cells were co-cultured with CAFs, CAFs
invasion was �rst observed after 24 h (Fig. 3A and B, arrows). MKN-7 and MKN-45 cells began to in�ltrate
after 32 and 40 h later, respectively (Fig. 3A and B, arrowheads). When HSC44PE cells and CAFs were co-
cultured, HSC44PE cells �rst showed invasion after 16 h (Fig. 3C, arrow heads), and CAFs started
invading after 24 h (Fig. 3C, arrows). The number of invading HSC44PE cells after 48 h was much higher
than that of MKN-7 and MKN-45 cells.

Invasive ability of CAFs overexpressing podoplanin and
MKN-7 cells in 3D hybrid spheroid model
We have previously reported that podoplanin overexpression in CAFs increases the invasive potential of
CAFs via enhanced RhoA activation, which in turn increases the number of invasive cancer cells (Neri et
al. 2015). CAFs overexpressing wild-type podoplanin (CAFs-PDPN-WT), and MKN-7 were co-cultured, and
the number of CAFs, and MKN-7 cells in�ltrating into the collagen gel were measured after 72 h (Fig. 4A,
left). The average number of invaded CAFs and MKN-7 cells was 1.4- and 1.3-fold higher, respectively,
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than the control CAFs (CAFs-Ctrl) (p < 0.01) (Fig. 4B and 4C). CAFs overexpressing the podoplanin mutant
with deleted cytoplasmic domain (CAFs-PDPN-Del.IC) had a signi�cantly reduced invasive capacity (0.73-
fold) compared to CAFs overexpressing wild-type podoplanin (Fig. 4A and B). The number of in�ltrated
MKN-7 cells was also signi�cantly reduced (0.78-fold) (Fig. 4A and C).

Invasive ability of CAFs overexpressing podoplanin and
HSC44PE cells in 3D hybrid spheroid model
Next, we performed the same experiment using HSC44PE cells. Overexpression of podoplanin in CAFs
increased the invasive capacity of CAFs by 2.0-fold and podoplanin-Del.IC decreased the invasive
capacity of CAFs by 0.7-fold (both p < 0.01) (Fig. 4A, right, and D). In contrast, unlike MKN-7 cells, the
number of invading HSC44PE cells did not depend on the amount of podoplanin expression in CAFs
(Fig. 4A right and E).

Invasive ability of CAFs with suppressed podoplanin expression and MKN-7 cells in a 3D hybrid spheroid
model

Using 3D-spheroid composed exclusively of CAFs, we compared the invasive capacity of CAFs with
suppressed podoplanin expression (CAFs-Luc vs. CAFs-shPDPN1 and -sh3). Knockdown of podoplanin
signi�cantly reduced the number of CAFs in�ltrated by 0.7- and 0.8-fold for shPDPN1 and shPDPN3,
respectively (shLuc vs. shPDPN1, p < 0.01, shLuc vs. shPDPN3, p < 0.05) (Supplementary Fig. 4A and B).
MKN-7 cells were then co-cultured with CAFs-shPDPN1 and shPDPN3, and the invasive numbers of CAFs
and MKN-7 cells were examined. As shown in Fig. 5, podoplanin knockdown signi�cantly inhibited the
invasive number of both CAFs and MKN-7 cells (Fig. 5A, left, B, and C).

Invasive ability of CAFs with suppressed expression of podoplanin and HSC44PE cells in a 3D hybrid
spheroid model

The same experiment when conducted using HSC44PE cells showed that knockdown of podoplanin
signi�cantly suppressed the invasive potential of CAFs (Fig. 5A right and D) but did not affect the
invasive potential of HSC44PE (Fig. 5A right and E).

Discussion
It is well known that in TMEs where CAFs are abundant, CAF-dependent local invasion is a predominant
process by which cancer cell invade the ECM using physically remodeled tracks by CAFs (Gaggioli et al.
2007, Neri et al. 2016, Miyashita et al. 2020). Previous studies have shown that changes in the properties
of CAFs, such as altering their invasive potential can affect their invasive potential in cancer cells. For
example, Neri et al. showed using 2D model, that CAFs with podoplanin overexpression enhance the
invasive potential of CAFs themselves, resulting in ECM remodeling and enhanced A549 cell (lung
adenocarcinoma cell line) invasion (Neri et al. 2015). In the current study, by observing dynamic
movement of cancer cells and CAFs within the 2D and 3D models, we concluded that MKN-7 cells exhibit
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a CAF-dependent invasion mode, while HSC44PE cells exhibit a CAF-independent invasion mode. This
was further con�rmed by the observation that, the ability of CAFs to remodel by overexpressing or
suppressing podoplanin correlated positively with the number of in�ltrating MKN-7 cells but not with the
number of in�ltrating HSC44PE cells.

Human podoplanin is a 38 kDa type-1 transmembrane glycoprotein and consists of 162 amino acids,
nine of which form an intracellular domain (Krishnan et al. 2018). The podoplanin intracellular domain
regulates RhoA activity via the ERM binding motif (Martin et al. 2006) and facilitates the invasion ability
of CAFs (Neri et al. 2015). CAFs expressing mutant podoplanin lacking the cytoplasmic region (PDPN-
Del.IC) invaded the collagen matrix less than CAFs overexpressing PDPN-WT (Neri et al. 2015).
Correspondingly, the number of invaded MKN-7 cells co-cultured with CAFs overexpressing PDPN-Del.IC
was signi�cantly suppressed. These results suggest that CAF-dependent invasive mode of MKN-7 cells is
unlikely to be due to the interaction of podoplanin expressed on the CAFs and podoplanin ligand
expressed on cancer cells, rather supporting previous reports that the remodeled region of the ECM by
CAFs determines the invasive potential of cancer cells.

Why did HSC44PE cells not exhibit a CAF-dependent invasion mode? The following may be the possible
reasons. First, the interaction with CAFs via extrinsic factors, such as soluble factors, induce a CAF-
independent invasion pattern in HSC44PE cells. A second possibility is that intrinsic factors in cancer
cells themselves are determinants of the CAF-dependent or CAF-independent mode of cancer cell
invasion. HSC44PE is a cancer cell line established from the body �uids of patients with gastric scirrhous
carcinoma and has been reported to form highly invasive tumors (Yanagihara et al. 2004, Yanagihara et
al. 2005). It is possible that only the intrinsic properties of the cancer cells, such as protease activity and
Rho activating function, may be responsible for the cancer cell invasion mode and not the properties of
CAFs.

A previous study reported that epithelial-mesenchymal transition (EMT) of cancer cells affects CAF-
dependent local invasion (Neri et al. 2017). Platelet-derived growth factor (PDGF)-B secretion was
elevated in cancer cells undergoing EMT, which induced an increase in the invasion ability of both cancer
cells and CAFs. In this study, the expression of EMT-related mRNAs except Snail in HSC44PE cells was
not higher than that in MKN-7 and MKN-45 cells. Moreover, the expression level of PDGF-B in HSC44PE
cells was lower than that in MKN-7 cells (Supplementary Fig. 5). Based on these results, the EMT of
cancer cells does not seem to be a decisive factor for CAF-independent invasion.

In conclusion, both CAF-dependent and CAF-independent modes of cancer cell invasion exist within a
TME enriched with CAFs, the determinants of which may depend on the intrinsic nature of the cancer
cells (Fig. 6). This supports the possibility that, even within the same tumor, there is a mixture of cancer
cell subtypes that exhibit CAF-dependent and CAF-independent modes of invasion. Furthermore, the
present results provide important clues for understanding the heterogeneity of cancer cell invasive
potential within a �brous TME.
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Figure 1

Cells used in this study

A: mRFP labelling of three gastric cancer cell lines. The areas enclosed by squares were sorted.

B: mRFP-positive cultured cells grown after sorting
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C: Lifetime extension of gastric cancer tissue-derived CAFs. The area enclosed by the square is sorted
after lentiviral transfection (left). Venus-positive CAFs after sorting (middle). RT-PCR analysis of
exogenous hTERT/CDK4R24C transduction (right).

Figure 2

Two-dimensional (2D) collagen invasion assay
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A: Representative time-lapse images of co-cultures of MKN-7 cancer cells(red) and CAFs (green).
Arrowheads indicate the cancer cells that have begun to invade.

B: Representative time-lapse images of co-cultures of MKN-45 cancer cells(red) and CAFs (green).
Arrowheads indicate the cancer cells that have begun to invade.

C: Representative time-lapse images of co-cultures of HSC44PE cancer cells (red) and CAFs (green).
Arrowheads indicate the cancer cells that have begun to invade.
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Figure 3

Three-dimensional (3D) collagen invasion assay

A: Representative time-lapse images of co-cultures of MKN-7 cancer cells(red) and CAFs (green). Arrows
and arrowheads indicate CAFs and MKN-7 cancer cells that have initiated invasion, respectively.
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B: Representative time-lapse images of co-cultures of MKN-45 cancer cells(red) and CAFs (green). The
arrows and arrowheads indicate CAFs and MKN-45 cancer cells that have initiated invasion, respectively.

C: Representative time-lapse images of co-cultures of HSC44PE cancer cells (red) and CAFs (green). The
arrows and arrowheads indicate CAFs and HSC44PE cancer cells that have initiated invasion,
respectively.
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Figure 4

CAFs overexpressing podoplanin (PDPN) promote invasion of MKN-7 cancer cells but not HSC44PE
cancer cells in 3D collagen invasion assay

A: Representative images (72 h) of the co-cultures of cancer cells and CAFs-Ctrl; CAFs overexpressing
PDPN (CAFs-PDPN-WT), and CAFs overexpressing mutant PDPN (CAFs-PDPN -Del.IC). Green and red
cells represent CAFs and cancer cells, respectively.

B: Comparison of the invasion number of CAFs-ctrl (n=11); CAFs-PDPN-WT (n=10); and CAFs-PDPN -
Del.IC (n=10) when co-cultured with MKN-7 cells. The invasion index of CAFs on the y-axis indicates the
number of invasions when Ctrl is set to 1. *p<0.01

C: Comparison of the number of invading MKN-7 cancer cells when co-cultured with CAFs-ctrl (n=10),
CAFs-PDPN-WT (n=11), and CAFs-PDPN-Del.IC (n=10). The invasion index of MKN-7 on the y-axis
indicates the number of invasions when Ctrl is set to 1. *p<0.01

D: Comparison of the number of invading CAFs-ctrl (n=10), CAFs-PDPN-WT (n=7), and CAFs-PDPN-Del.IC
(n=8) when co-cultured with HSC44PE cells. The invasion index of CAFs on the y-axis indicates the
number of invasions when Ctrl is set to 1. *p<0.01

E: Comparison of the number of invading HSC44PE cancer cells when co-cultured with CAFs-ctrl (n=10),
CAFs-PDPN-WT (n=6), and CAFs-PDPN-Del.IC (n=7). The invasion index of HSC44PE on the y-axis
indicates the number of invasions when Ctrl is set to 1. *p<0.01
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Figure 5

CAFs with suppressed PDPN expression inhibit invasion of MKN-7 cancer cells but not HSC44PE cancer
cells in 3D collagen invasion assay

A: Representative images (72 h) of the co-cultures of cancer cells and CAFs-shLuc and CAFs with
suppressed PDPN expression (CAFs-shPDPN1 and CAFs-shPDPN3). Green and red cells represent CAFs
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and cancer cells, respectively.

B: Comparison of the invasion number of CAFs-shLuc (n=7), CAFs-shPDPN1 (n=6), and CAFs-shPDPN3
(n=7) cells when co-cultured with MKN-7 cancer cells. The invasion index of CAFs on the y-axis indicates
the number of invasions when shLuc is set to 1. *p<0.01, **p<0.05

C: Comparison of the invasion number of MKN-7 cancer cells when co-cultured with CAFs-Luc (n=7),
CAFs-shPDPN1 (n=6), and CAFs-shPDPN3 (n=8). The invasion index of MKN-7 on the y-axis indicates the
number of invasions when shLuc is set to 1. *p<0.01, **p<0.05

D: Comparison of the invasion number of CAFs-shLuc (n=10), CAFs-shPDPN1 (n=8), and CAFs-shPDPN3
(n=11) cells when co-cultured with HSC44PE cancer cells. The invasion index of CAFs on the y-axis
indicates the number of invasions when shLuc is set to 1. *p<0.01

E: Comparison of the invasion number of HSC44PE cancer cells when co-cultured with CAFs-shLuc
(n=11), CAFs-shPDPN1 (n=10), and CAFs-shPDPN3 (n=14). The invasion index of HSC44PE on the y-axis
indicates the number of invasions when shLuc is set to 1.
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Figure 6

Scheme of CAF-dependent and CAF-independent modes of cancer cell invasion.

Upper �gure: When MKN-7 and MKN-45 cells were seeded with CAFs, CAFs �rst invaded the ECM,
followed by MKN-7 and MKN-45 cells (CAFs- dependent invasion).
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Lower �gure: When HSC44PE cells were seeded with CAFs, HSC44PE cells invaded the ECM
independently of CAFs invasion (CAF-independent invasion).

ECM; extracellular matrix
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